Visuomotor control within a distributed parieto-frontal network.
The aim of this functional magnetic resonance imaging study was to investigate differences in visuomotor control with increasing task complexity. Twelve right-handed volunteers were asked to perform their signature under different degrees of visual control: internally generated movement with closed eyes, signing with open eyes, tracking the line of the projected signature forwards, and tracking the line of the projected signature backwards. There was a gradual onset and disappearance of activation within a distributed network. Parietal, lateral and medial frontal brain areas were activated during all conditions, confirming the involvement of a parieto-frontal system. The weight of activation shifted with increasing task complexity. Internally generated movements activated predominantly the inferior parietal lobule and the ventral premotor cortex, as well as the rostral cingulate area, pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA) and SMA proper. Opening the eyes reduced SMA and cingulate activation and activated increasingly the occipito-parietal areas with higher task complexity. Visually guided movements produced an activation predominantly in the superior parietal lobule and dorsal premotor cortex. This study bridges human activation studies with the results of neurophysiological studies with monkeys. It confirms a gradual transition of visuomotor control with increasing task complexity within a distributed parieto-frontal network.